
We are delighted to present to you our 
fully furnished interior show �at at Asset 
Moon Grace, Ravipuram, Ernakulam 
where sophistication meets 
functionality in every corner. Our 
interior show �at exudes timeless 
charm with its greyish, and beige color 
palette, creating a harmonious 
ambiance throughout the space. The 
show �at allows customers to 
experience the quality and design of 
the interior works well before making a 
decision. Our show �at exudes an 
elegant charm with its subtle hues and 
thoughtful design elements, promising 
a lifestyle of luxury and convenience. 
The collaborative e�orts of Asset 
Interiors and Customization teams 
transformed a bland, vacant apartment 
into a stunning and captivating home. 
Let’s take a closer look at the exquisite 
features of each room:
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EXPERIENCE LUXURY LIVING
AT ASSET MOON GRACE



Experience the joy of cooking in the open kitchen with a breakfast counter seamlessly connected 
to the dining room. The kitchen area boasts beige �uted laminate and J gollar handles, 
accentuated by a premium hood and hob appliances. Revel in the beauty of the Nanowhite 
countertop and greyish color dado tiles, blending aesthetics with practicality e�ortlessly.

KITCHEN

Step into the living area adorned with cementish 
color texture paint, accentuated by a sleek TV 
unit and side ledges. Sink into the plush 
beige-colored sofa, perfectly complementing the 
curtains and center table. The false ceiling with 
track lights adds a touch of modernity, creating 
an inviting ambiance for relaxation and 
entertainment.

Indulge in culinary delights in the 
dining space featuring a false ceiling 
with pendant lights and cove lighting, 
casting a warm glow over the 
wooden-colored glass-top dining 
table. Traverse through the charcoal 
panel ceiling passage leading to the 
bedrooms, while admiring the 
elegance of the space. Don’t miss the 
convenience of the dining wash with a 
long mirror nestled in the corner, 
adding functionality with style.

LIVING ROOM 

DINING ROOM
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Retreat to the master bedroom oasis adorned with a dark beige designer bed cot and Aristo sliding 
wardrobe in varying shades of beige. A simple TV unit and a free stand for curios add to the 
functionality of the space. Bask in the ambient lighting of the false ceiling with cove lighting and 
spotlights, promising serene nights of relaxation.

MASTER BEDROOM
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A dark beige designer bed cot takes center stage, exuding warmth and comfort. The accompanying 
normal greyish-shade wardrobe with openable wooden shutters o�ers ample storage space, while the 
greyish study table with drawers and bookshelf above provides a cozy corner for productivity. The 
simple false ceiling with cove lighting and spotlights casts a gentle glow, creating anambiance of 
tranquility. The wall-mounted full-height backlit mirror, adds a touch of sophistication to the space.

BEDROOM 2

The dark wooden shade bed cot paired with a 
wooden side table exudes understated 
elegance, creating a cozy retreat for 
relaxation. A pendant light on one side of the 
bed cot adds a touch of sophistication, while 
the champagne-colored Aristo sliding 
wardrobe with a mirror at the bottom layer 
o�ers functionality with �air. The
wall-mounted full-height backlit mirror adds
depth to the space, re�ecting the beauty of
the room. Admire the cementish texture
paint in the headboard wall, adding a subtle
touch of character. With its simple false
ceiling featuring cove lighting and spotlights.

BEDROOM 3
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Embark on a journey to your dream home at Asset Moon Grace, where luxury and comfort await. 
Explore the elegance of our show �at and discover the perfect harmony of aesthetics and 
functionality. Visit us today and experience the epitome of modern living at Asset Moon Grace, 
Ravipuram, Ernakulam.

The grey and white designer bed cot with a 
side table sets the tone for relaxation. The 
greyish shade wardrobe with normal 
sliding wooden �nished shutters o�ers 
practical storage solutions without 
compromising on style. The wall-mounted 
mirror with a back panel adds a touch of 
elegance, re�ecting the charm of the room. 
Embrace the ambiance of the simple false 
ceiling with cove lighting and spotlights, 
creating a cozy atmosphere for rest and 
relaxation.

BEDROOM 4

Reach us at:  interiors@assethomes.in
Call: 99465 52356

Team behind design and execution: Mrs. Seena Rajesh
Mr. Akhil Sivaraman
Mr. Unni Rajan, Mr. Amal Joseph
Mrs. Shameena Shafeeque
Mrs. Reshma Raveendran




